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The Aesthetics of Politics: 

Pleasure, Beauty, and Anguish as Dimensions 

of Human Action 
 

Tiago Cerqueira Lazier 

 

 

The study of politics is frequently harmed by a dualistic reduction. 

On the one hand, we can observe what we could call the materialistic 

reductionism of facts, whether natural/genetic or economic/geographic.
1
 On 

the other hand, we can observe what we could call the idealistic reduction-

ism of norms, whether canvassed by political sociology or derived by norm-

ative philosophy‟s Reason.
2
 Both fail in offering a satisfactory under-

standing of action as a process in which, by definition, an external cause is 

internalized and reconstituted as the motivation
3
 intrinsic to the very act of 

acting, that is, to the performance. Whatever the explanation, and certainly 

many are offered, facts and norms in their externality cannot be considered 

identical to the motivation in its internality, as this would deny the very act 

of acting, including the conscious act of writing and reading this text. 

I shall here suggest that the solution to this impasse should be sought 

in the study of aesthetics, conceptualized not as the study of art but as the 

study of human experience, which is, by definition, aesthetic. In the follow-

                                                 
1 As examples of the first case, we could mention Thomas Hobbes Leviathan, J.C.A. 

Gaskin, ed., Oxford UP, 1998 and Rational Choice Theory in general. As examples 

of the second case, we could mention Marxism, as well as other materialistic ver-

sions of Modernization Theory, as, e.g., C. Welzel Freedom rising: human empow-

erment and the quest for emancipation, Cambridge UP, 2013. 
2 As examples of the first case, we could mention Institutionalism, as well as M. 

Foucault Archaeology of knowledge, Routledge, 2002, among others. As examples of 

the second case, we could mention J. Rawls A theory of justice, Belknap Press, 2005, 

and, in a sense, Honneth, N. Fraser & A. Honneth Redistribution or recognition? a 

political-philosophical exchange, Verso, 2003. 
3 I have opted for the expression “motivation” instead of “intention”, given that the 

latter attributes to the subject a clarity in relation to their predicate that is not always 

verified. 
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ing, I will define aesthetic experience as a concept able to mediate the 

materialistic and the idealistic reductionism in the study of politics, all the 

while overcoming their duality by incorporating a moment of spontaneity, 

particularity, newness, possibility, or simply the expression of intrinsic 

meaning or value. I will also introduce three dimensions to this experienc-

ing, namely pleasure, beauty, and anguish. The exercise takes as its theoreti-

cal basis the work of Hannah Arendt and aims to better formulate her 

conceptualization of political action – which, as I aim to establish, includes 

all and any act of experiencing/acting. Thus this line of reasoning is also 

relevant to the study of politics in aesthetics, inasmuch as aesthetic ex-

perience is considered to be indistinguishable from political action. 

As such, I hope to offer a contribution to what Nikolas Kompridis 

calls “the aesthetic turn in political thought”: an “ever-growing exploration 

of political life from an aesthetic perspective, a phenomenon that has 

become so prominent and persistent that”
1
 we can now name it. The turn, 

though it characterizes a sort of return to romanticism,
2
 executes a new 

attempt to overturn the prevailing reductionism. Its response to Walter 

Benjamin‟s alert about the danger of aestheticizing politics,
3
 this turns his 

argument upside down by acknowledging that politics and aesthetics in-

evitably get mixed up. In the words of Jacques Rancière, “there never has 

been any aestheticization of politics in the modern age because politics is 

aesthetic in principle”.
4
 As I aim to show, only a political aesthetics can 

stand up to the impasse I describe. 

Political Action and Aesthetic Experience. For Arendt, every action 

is by definition political, as it refers to a condition of „plurality‟, which gives 

us occasion to„begin anew‟, and accomplish „actuality‟.
5
 We call plurality 

the ontological condition of natality inherited by us, according to which our 

birth as humans equally implies our distinction as such. In Arendt‟s words, 

“we are all the same, that is, human, in such a way that nobody is ever the 

                                                 
1 N. Kompridis "Introduction", N. Kompridis, ed., The aesthetic turn in political 

thought, Bloomsbury Academic, 2014. 
2 Romanticism itself has failed to avoid reductionism, insofar as it has ultimately 

kept the presupposition of a forgotten moral truth. 
3 W. Benjamin "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility: 

Second Version", H. Eiland & M.W. Jennings, eds., Walter Benjamin: Selected Writ-

ings, 3: 1935–1938, Harvard UP, 2006. 
4 J. Rancière O Desentendimento, São Paulo: Editora 34, 1996, p. 58. 
5 The Human Condition (2nd ed.), Chicago UP, 1998, p. 175-247, to which subse-

quent references are inserted the text. 
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same as anyone else who ever lived, lives, or will live”, (p. 8). That is why 

we communicate, to express a difference that makes our mutual under-

standing problematic to the same degree that it allows the expression of a 

commonality enabling our mutual understanding.
1
 

Arendt calls this process of communication „action‟ in order to high-

light the instant in which the person, who communicates, takes initiative. 

“To act, in its most general sense, means to take an initiative, to begin …, to 

set something into motion”, (p. 189), or, more properly, to begin anew. 

After all, in acting “we confirm and take upon ourselves”, or, in other 

words, we internalize “the naked fact of our original physical appearance” 

and, with it, the physical chains of external causalities, now reconstituted as 

the motivation expressing or disclosing itself (p. 176). Through this actuali-

zation of the beginning, represented by our very birth, we become humans, 

“we insert ourselves into the human world”, (p. 178). By constantly having 

to begin anew, instead of merely reproducing external causes, we propagate 

the new as the spontaneity ofaction‟s intrinsicality – a spontaneity which 

cannot be foreseen, or, at least, determined by what came before, (p. 177). 

This is the novelty or the newness that I want to elucidate. 

We call actuality the property of action to ground and justify itself as 

a beginning that remains undetermined. The performance, to the extent that 

it confirms and takes on the physical processes, exhausts its full meaning in 

the act of performing, or, in other words, does not chase an external purpose 

but rather finds it embedded in the activity itself. For Arendt, it is this ex-

perience of “full actuality that the paradoxical end in itself” tries to capture, 

(p. 206f). Every beginning, by not being fully fixed, does not only allow but 

actually requires the performance of a meaning or value that carries with 

itself its own principle
2
 that justifies its own experience. 

Arendt, nonetheless, does not fully accept the consequences of her 

conceptualization of action. On the one hand, she proposes to replace the 

ethics of rational deductions of norms by the aesthetics of action‟s perform-

ance, whose unavoidable risk (p. 218) she does not fail to acknowledge, and 

against which she recommends more action, more performance. On the 

other hand, she keeps searching for an ultimate key that would be capable of 

turning off the risk of having to act. One could say that she overburdens 

                                                 
1 Although Arendt opposes the human to the non-human, my reasoning does not de-

pend upon this opposition, which I will not get into. It is enough for present purposes 

to consider our human experience and the qualities of existence it makes salient. 
2 On revolution, Penguin Books, 2006, p. 206. 
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aesthetics with unnecessary expectations, as if we could keep on deducing 

from the condition of equality and difference an a priori moral truth, prior to 

the practice that grounds and justifies what is right. 

In other words, Arendt tries to restrict action‟s performance to the 

execution of her own democratic orientations. While she suggests that only 

the expression of what we could call “the plural beauty of our common 

dignity” (practices and experiences of meaning qua meaning), there is no 

consistent reason for us to proceed with such a restriction. Every human 

behaviour, even one we may find reprehensible or wrong, must internalize 

the external causality: it must confirm and take on the physical processes, 

thus expressing itself by beginning anew. The argument, according to which 

some behaviours possess the quality of intrinsic meaning and others do not, 

does not hold, for the meaning occurs in the very act of performing. Action 

as a concept is not biased towards a specific meaning or political value. 

The challenge, if we want to escape into aesthetics from the mistake 

of ethics, is to acknowledge the actuality in acting without ascribing to 

action an essence of pure novelty or newness. The requirement that the 

novelty be absolute imposes a predetermined script where all current ex-

ternal processes must be denied, thus also destroying action‟s prerogative 

together with its content. To say with Arendt that the actuality “lies alto-

gether outside the category of means and ends”, (p. 206) leaves us with the 

same reductionism of a deterministic materialism, inversely equivalent, as in 

a mirror image, to an idealistic-normative determinism, or, in this case, aes-

thetic-ethics. 

Arendt herself acknowledges that action happens as a reaction in pre-

established reactive chains (p. 190), what we call processes. She accepts 

that, as an effect, human action is a response to a previous situation. None-

theless, as a cause, by completing its response, by effectively reacting, such 

an action, by the part of beings that are of capable of such, will “strike out 

on its own”. It not only gives sequence but reinitiates the many processes. 

This suggests that the manifest novelty of a possibility, its particularity, 

cannot be split from the causalities that host it. We can now appreciate how 

the concept of aesthetic experience helps us understand this notion of action 

as a political reaction that takes on the many processes without dissolving 

them. We may say that all experience is by definition aesthetic for it refers 

to the quality of the disposition of things (plurality), from which emerges the 

practice of a self-justifying experiencing (actuality), in a movement of 

disarrangement and rearrangement capable of activating consciousness. 
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Since we do not have to establish a hierarchy of cause and effect 

prior to acting (which would be required from a deterministic understand-

ing), the concept of (aesthetic) experience allows us to effectively accept the 

existence of a plurality of things, both material/physical and men-

tal/linguistic, that cannot be reduced one to another. There are objects, 

neurons, genes; there are sentences, words, letters in a complex configura-

tion that was disposed and is currently being redisposed by the emergence of 

an experience that experiences the quality of a disposition by redisposing it. 

The experiencing not only reproduces what were originally contradictory 

movements and processes, for these very movements gave origin to a new 

fact, that of the act of experiencing, which receives the responsibility of 

momentarily organizing things, of making sense of the contradictions, of 

giving sequence precisely by feeling and getting motivated to act. Of the 

novelty of the actuality we can say that it comes into appearance, given that 

the movement that experiences is occasioned but not properly caused by 

certain patterns of disposition, by a certain configuration of things. 

The process of communication corresponds to this movement, that is, 

to the motivated disarrangement and rearrangement of plurality. Such a per-

formance, while it necessarily fulfills an instrumental role for being situated 

inside chains of causal processes, also plays an expressive role that takes on 

the processes and reconstitutes them. As a result, Arendt succeeds in iden-

tifying that war includes, beyond its instrumental end, the expression of 

courage. Communication, therefore, should not be thought as exclusively 

verbal or grammatical, nor restricted to the relation between persons, even if 

such is fundamental for the development of human communication and 

language. Communication is rather to be defined as the performance that 

grounds and justifies itself in the constant process of relating to others. 

Politics, which is nothing more or nothing less than communication, 

does not pertain to the purity of facts or norms, just as aesthetics does not 

pertain to the purity of beauty in a work of art. The actuality that is an end in 

itself is not pure in the sense of being disinterested, formal; it is “pure” only 

as the moment in which a certain disposition affirms itself. In other words, it 

does not properly accomplish the ideal of aesthetics in Kant,
1
 for it rather 

represents the moment in which the interest is sublimated, that is, justified in 

itself, grounded or regrounded as the meaning or motivation in performance 

or disposition. In sum, understanding human action requires us to account 

for meaning as a performative aesthetic experience justified in itself, 

                                                 
1 Arendt & R. Beiner Lectures on Kant's political philosophy, Chicago UP, 1982. 
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grounded in its very experiencing. I now will consolidate the concept of 

(aesthetic) experience by unfolding its performance in three dimensions: 

pleasure, beauty, and anguish. 

The Eternity, Immortality and Decadency of Action. “Pure pleasure”, 

so qualified by Arendt (p. 11, n. 161), is experienced, for instance, in the 

smelling of an exquisite aroma or in the contemplation of geometrical 

figures. One experiences in the olfactory act experience justifying itself. 

Despite this clear affinity between the concept of actuality and the concept 

of pleasure, Arendt opts to not explore the relevance of the latter for the 

understanding of politics, and so corroborates its intellectual degradation by 

utilitarianism. Pleasure is reduced to a description of the operation of ne-

cessity via the mechanism of pain. It is seen as nothing more than the denial 

of pain and thus opposed to the affirmation of the actuality of action. It is 

precisely this opposition that we must revisit, given that necessity as the 

operator of causality cannot be thought in opposition to actuality. 

The operation of necessity, in contrast to the automatism that we 

usually ascribe to causality, requires that it be estranged, felt by a certain 

configuration of things in relation to one another, delineating what we could 

call a “plane of sense” – an expression I borrow from Markus Gabriel.
1
 My 

plane of sense includes my biology, my memories, my surroundings, spe-

cially this fruit next to me, in sum, everything that is combined at this 

particular moment to produce in me my appetite to that fruit. Nothing 

precludes these things from participating in other planes of sense, they 

certainly do, but what matters here is that in a certain configuration they are 

capable of producing my experience. 

We can now observe that, as a matter of fact, I eat to silence a pain, 

to silence the very act of eating, to reject it, to deny it. However, as I con-

sider this negation, I also realize that my need (the necessity that is being 

felt) is connected to my want, to my will. Not only do I need, I also want, 

which leads me to effectuate the action of eating. In this process of effectua-

tion, something special is happening. I not only taste the instrumentality of a 

stomach filling itself with food in response to my necessity that is also my 

                                                 
1 Markus Gabriel employs the concept of “fields of sense” to develop his version of a 

non-dualistic ontology, Fields of sense: a new realist ontology, Edinburgh UP, 2015. 

My use of the concept here, replacing the original term “field” by “plane”, is not 

necessarily identical to his. Most importantly, I am only concerned with the human 

experience, while he uses the concept more broadly. 
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will; I taste the pleasure that enjoys something beyond itself, (p. 310).
1
 Even 

if only momentarily, I enjoy the disposition of my mouth and the fruit, the 

performance involves a plurality. 

The mechanism we can identify here is that which Arendt partially 

describes as the tension between past (necessity) and future (willing), in 

which the present, in its non-transcendental difference, sets in.
2
 It is as if the 

plane of sense delineated by the configuration of a plurality of things formed 

a string oscillating between needing and willing; the pleasure that satisfies 

itself. The joy of pleasure is not reducible to the tips of a constant inversion 

of cause and effect between needing and willing, but also it does not deny 

them or oppose them. The causality hosts pleasure, and through it, through 

the performance that activates pleasure, the causality pushes forward. 

The joy of pleasure, nonetheless, while it does help us visualize the 

oscillation of action, is a dimension of spontaneity among others. It is proper 

to pleasure to remain private to its plane of sense. By analogy, it could be 

represented by the act of listening, a process in which we are literally put 

into vibration by a sound wave and awaken to feeling. In other words, pleas-

ure is felt in its incommunicability. It is eternal, so to say, precisely because 

it does not communicate itself but rather only receives, only contemplates 

silently. We are dealing here with the eternity already mentioned by the old 

Greek philosophers and rejected by Arendt (pp. 17-21) as apolitical, but 

which is actually fundamental for the understanding of action. 

By overwhelming us, pleasure requires a response. When I feed 

myself, I enjoy only by feeling again. My silent enjoyment of gustative joy, 

which disarranges the previous configuration of things, is immediately 

accompanied by the thought, I like this, which rearranges the configuration 

as it gives voices to the new moment of willing and needing. We could say 

that the eternity of listening cannot be isolated from speaking, even if only 

in thought. It makes itself affirmed by votes of immortality, whose words 

and gestures, in processing the private dimension of experiencing a fugitive 

moment, will always be lacking – as sang the poet. Words and gestures, 

nevertheless, will be spoken and performed. They will fulfill their expres-

sive function beyond their instrumental use. Justification will not be given 

by us and for us but experienced, in the sense of meaning being proposed as 

it is practiced and practiced as it is proposed. 

                                                 
1 Arendt does suggest that the “pleasure does not enjoy itself but something besides 

itself”. 
2 The Life of the Mind (1st Harvest/HBJ ed.), Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981. 
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It is beauty that accompanies pleasure and emerges as a declaration 

of love to the eternity of a disposition, in variations that testify, it is beau-

tiful! This act of spontaneously judging something worthy of communica-

tion and perpetuation is the very definition of immortality, a concept that is 

very much welcomed by Arendt (ibid.). By analogy, it can be represented by 

speaking, the process by which we touch back, we give back, we reoccupy 

and reorganize the planes of sense. We are dealing here with the public 

dimension of action‟s performance, though not in the literality of words and 

gestures that have to be found in order to express something, but in how 

they redispose things in a certain way and invite to a particular experience. 

We can say that in the conflict of forms in my plane of sense both the in-

communicable as well as the communicable, the disarranging and rear-

ranging of forms, oscillates. 

Arendt‟s great mistake was to believe that this communicability of 

immortality should allow us to deduce a universal pseudo-method for the 

construction of a democratic understanding that is validated and fixated 

below action‟s capacity to invite and receive a democratic response. Not 

surprisingly, by the end of her life, Arendt goes back to Kant and his aes-

thetics, where she intends to ground such a method.
1
 She does not consider, 

for instance, how the old Greek philosophers, by abdicating the life in the 

city, that is, political life, for the sake of eternal contemplative truth, were 

merely constructing another politics and another immortality anchored in 

escapism (pp. 17-21). To the degree that Arendt acknowledges the problem-

atic nature of this political detachment, she does not make it clear that 

escapism is also an oscillating action, with its experience of pleasure and 

beauty, that is, with its own way of feeling good and communicating it.
2
 

At the same time that Arendt could not identify the doing of action in 

the practicing of concurring political orientations, she also failed to 

acknowledge the futility of her own practice of “immortality”. This is a 

problem not because we should go looking for the true meaning, the true 

way of acting beyond the reach of futility. The futile is precisely that which 

                                                 
1 Arendt & Beiner, op.cit. Arendt, unfortunately, died before completing the third 

part of her latter seminal work The Life of the Mind, where she would deal with (aes-

thetic) judgment in a more systematic way. Therefore, in regard to Arendt‟s own un-

derstanding, the relation between (aesthetic) judging and action remains obscure. In 

any case, in both situations she seems to want to ground her own democratic political 

orientations a priori, all the while criticizing this very move. 
2 The Jewish writings, J. Kohn & R.H. Feldman, eds., Schocken Books, 2007, pp. 

275-297. 
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does not find grounding beyond its performance, including any and every 

action. Inevitably, together with the oscillation of the dimension of eternity 

and of immortality, a sound of decay can be heard. Which song in its in-

communicable pleasure and communicable beauty does not also sing its 

anguish? In the movement of the tension of the plane of sense, the will 

inevitably deflates as it returns to necessity, denying itself – I will to silence 

the pain. No disposition that affirmed itself beyond mere instrumentality can 

escape from feeling its emptiness, its futility. 

Anguish, nevertheless, does not destroy its sister dimensions: by ac-

companying them, it also allows them by enabling change. The quality of 

being disposed is such that, as the disposition exhausts itself in its intrinsic 

interplay, it can only remain in the now of being by renewing itself. Without 

its wearing out, there would be no space for spontaneity. The first operating 

necessity would be replicated without feeling or thought, remaining inacces-

sible to other experiences of pleasure and beauty, which, were they allowed 

to operate, could activate and give priority to other configurations of need-

ing and willing. It is precisely the vulnerability of all dispositions that make 

people accessible not to hope, not to truth, but to the eternity and immor-

tality of a performative meaning. 

The only bias of human action is manifested in the strength of its 

performing and in the way it arranges the disposition of things. This dis-

position extends an invitation by interfering in another person‟s plane of 

sense. This other plane also activates its own mechanism of spontaneity, 

whose probabilities, which do not determine any one particular oscillation, 

indicates the permanence of an opening. Including mine, which, in coping 

with the particularities of the present and with the deflation of its willing, 

offers a chance to other political meanings as it gains the opportunity to 

renew itself with new words and gestures. Only this renewed performing of 

a particular political aesthetics, that arranges objects and words in the pres-

ent, can stand up to challenge by being invited but also inviting to an ex-

perience and change of dispositions. 

More than an interesting theoretical exercise, understanding the af-

finity between politics and aesthetics has become an urgent task. Politics, as 

a performance in search of meaning that builds aesthetic biases in the ex-

ercise of its unpredictability, has strengthened movements that directly 

challenge democracy in many parts of the world. To ignore – especially in 

current times – the capacity of the performance of action to justify itself 

because we are too busy with the attempt to find an absolute external 

reference, whether we search for it in material facts or ideal norms, does not 
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only characterize a theoretical mistake, it also characterizes an intellectual 

inability to face up to the problems politics puts before us. 

Taking action‟s actualization of meaning seriously is a must, may it 

please us to dedicate our intellectual efforts to the immortality of democra-

cy. To think about politics as an aesthetic experience and performance 

should cure us of the illusion that makes us lose time in search of an a priori 

solution and better prepare us for the task of convincing others, that is, of 

promoting the sharing of democratic dispositions by performing them. 

Instead of chasing the impossible, it is up to democracy, in its search for 

knowledge, to learn to defend itself by seducing others with its own ethos, 

by instigating them to share in this wonderful experience. 

 

 

 

Crocodiles in the Attic 
An international perspective on Nicole van Goethem 

 
Lukas De Vos and Marc Holthof 

 

 
Debord and I quickly agreed to give up art criticism. After all, 

 works of art are less important than the market that ensures their sale. 
Raoul Vaneigem 

 

Een Griekse tragedie [A Greek Tragedy] won the Oscar for Best 

Animated Short Film on 30 March 1987. It beat a film that was a milestone 

in film history at the time and that still is 33 years down the road. Nicole van 

Goethem (who?) from Belgium (where?) stole the show from Luxo Jr. 

(1986), a film by the then little-known Pixar Animation Studios. It was the 

very first computer-animated film made for a wide audience. The two-min-

ute film about a desk lamp playing with a ball is famous, not just because of 

the animation technique that was used, but because Pixar succeeded at 

giving the lamp its own identity, in turning it into a character. 

Still, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences made the 

right call. A Greek Tragedy is better, by far – not just because the film is all 

drawn by hand (van Goethem drew each of the 24 images per second her-

self), but especially because the three caryatids are crackling with life, 

something that can‟t really be said of Pixar's lamp. Moreover, her film has 

an underlying theme, i.e. a woman who has to keep the world upright until 
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she gets fed up enough to say „screw it‟. In short, it is about the female 

condition. In comparison, the Pixar lamp is nothing more than an enter-

taining display of technological know-how. 

Nicole van Goethem wasn‟t allowed to collect her Oscar from the 

then relatively young Tom Hanks during the award ceremony, who present-

ed the category with a Bugs Bunny video. According to time-honoured 

Hollywood custom, this task was reserved for the producers, in this case, 

Linda Van Tulden and Willem Thijssen. According to Thijssen, in contrast 

to all the showboating, they „drove by all those limousines to the Dorothy 

Chandler Pavilion in a rented, white Honda Civic‟, straight up to the valet. 

Flor Bex is the one who summed up why the Academy picked Van 

Goethem in the end: „It's about culture, about the passing of time, mortality. 

There's a crumbling temple, which becomes a ruin. She uses that human 

dimension to turn the caryatids into living characters. When they‟re out of a 

job, once their tympanum comes crashing to the ground, they‟re free; after 

centuries of toil and trouble, they can finally escape, dancing off into the 

distance.‟
1
 

Judging from the paltry few comments that showed up on IMDb 

afterwards, the American public clearly didn‟t get it. To make matters 

worse, all three of the only user reviews there display obliviousness: 'this 

ordinary film‟, „a headscratcher... but it isn‟t terribly special‟. One blogger 

even scathingly fumed: „Three minutes of this six-minute film is just the 

characters dancing off into the horizon. What is so tragic about this movie? 

Nothing. Nothing at all. It‟s a big lie.‟ 

Dancing, obviously. In contrast to the self-abnegation that arises 

from labour and duty, Van Goethem presents us with the homo ludens of 

Constant (and Huizinga). The dance is a spontaneous manifestation of self-

expression. At the end of Vol van gratie (1987) [Full of Grace], the dancing 

even becomes levitating when the nuns in the church reach their climax. It is 

the repudiation of ritual labour, the „ne travaillez jamais‟ promoted by the 

Letterist International (1952) founded in Belgium. This movement declared 

words, poetry, any form of systematics and God, dead. She later went on to 

join Guy Debord‟s even more radical Situationist International (1957-1972). 

Debord saw the image as history, and history as memory. And „la 

mémoire est pour ainsi dire l‟organe de modalisation du réel, ce qui peut 

                                                 
1 In the film tribute by Walter Debloudts that was shown at the opening of the Nicole 

van Goethem exhibition in De Bijl, Zoersel on 27 of February 2009. The film aired 

on TV Zoersel in 2012. 
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transformer le réel en possible et le possible en réel‟. Consciously or not, 

Van Goethem applied this principle precisely because film is montage and 

so relies on repetition and interruption (répétition et arrêt). „La nouveauté 

qu‟elle apporte c‟est le retour en possibilité de ce qui a été‟, said Debord.
1
 

Van Goethem applied the principles of Debord's La Société du spectacle 

(1967) [Society of the Spectacle], encouraged, no doubt, by her partner Rudi 

Renson, a connoisseur and friend of Debord. To be more specific, it was 

about Dérive, Détournement, Situationnisme, or in our creative translation – 

Drift, Misappropriation, „Revelation‟. 

1. DRIFT 

Dérive – Technique du passage hâtif à travers des ambiances variées2 

Belgium has always held a particular appeal for the Situationist 

International (SI) and its undisputed head, Guy Debord. Guy-Ernest Debord 

made his début as an essayist in the magazine Les Lèvres nues, by surrealist 

Marcel Mariën and published in Antwerp (later in Brussels). What few 

know, is that the magazine was financed from 1954 to 1958 by Gilbert 

Senecaut, the son of a soap wholesaler operating out of the Zurenborg 

Velodroomstraat.3 

When the SI held its sixth conference in Antwerp from 12 to 16 

November 1962, it was in the Zigeunerkelder,
4
 on a square „comparable to 

the Place De Furstemberg‟ in Paris. That meant it was in the Stadswaag (the 

historic centre of trade during Antwerp's Golden Age), where the renowned 

jazz café and artists‟ haunt, Gard Sivik, was located.
5
 

                                                 
1 Giorgo Agamben, „Le Cinéma de Guy Debord‟, Image et mémoire: écrits sur 

l‟image, la danse et le cinéma, Hoëbeke, Paris 1998, p. 65-76. 
2 Anon „Définitions‟, Internationale situationniste – bulletin central édité par les 

sections de l‟Internationale situationniste, no. 1, June 1958, p. 13. 
3 Gilbert Senecaut (1925-1997) published in Les Lèvres nues and co-wrote the 

screenplay for the film L'Imitation du cinéma (1960) with his good friend Marcel 

Mariën. However, to avoid scandal, he removed his name from the credits. The at the 

time conservative, Catholic Gazet of Antwerp launched a deadly-serious hate cam-

paign against the surrealist film that combined eroticism and religion, even though 

how it was done then would be regarded as rather tame today. The Brussels première 

took place at the Centre for Fine Arts Brussels (BOZAR), but the Antwerp première 

at Ciné Ambassades fell through due to Catholic protest. 
4 In the eighties, this was turned into and continues to serve as „t Waagstuk's cellars. 
5 There is a direct link between the SI and Gard Sivik, the literary magazine penned 

by Gust Gils, Paul Snoek and Hughes C. Pernath, among others, which was head-

quartered there. The link is none other than Walter Korun, aka Piet de Groof, who 
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A photograph, likely taken by Leo Dohmen, who just like Jan Van 

der Borgt photographed conference participants at various cafés, shows that 

Gilbert Senecaut was also there at the margins of the event, even though he 

was not a member of the SI. He can be seen conversing with Debord. The 

impetus for the meeting was the Haut les mains pamphlet that the group 

associated with Les Lèvresnues had drafted
1
 and hoped to have signed by 

„the friends‟ of the SI. However, nothing ever came of it. On behalf of the 

SI‟s Central Committee, the situationists Jan Strijbosch and Raoul Vanei-

gem cut off all ties in their tract, Geen dialoog met gluiperds, geen dialoog 

met idioten [No dialogue with phonies and morons]. 

The tone was instantly set. Debord was utterly disinterested in 

collaborating with other groups; the purity of his own doctrine was para-

mount. This explains his break with the surrealists in Antwerp. Technoid 

style and social revolution were at the centre of it all. Situationists „voulaient 

“mettre la révolution au service de la poésie” et fustigeaient “l‟erreur des 

surréalistes‟ d„avoir fait le contraire”.
2
 In the end, Debord found himself 

completely isolated and alone. 

Despite having branches across most of Europe, in America, and 

Africa, the number of SI members remained – deliberately – limited to a 

mere 73. At some point or another, everyone was expelled; however, the 

official members of the Belgian branch were Raoul Vaneigem, who left the 

group in 1970, painter Maurice Wyckaert, and the Hungarian immigrant, 

poet, and architect-urbanist, Attila Kotányi. Walter Korun was there as well, 

                                                                                                        
was involved in both, although he would be kicked out by SI in 1959. Korun also 

founded the magazine Taptoe in Antwerp, which would later be acquired by the 

Brussels art centre of the same name, inspired by Gentil and Clara Hasaert, among 

others. This was the art centre that would inadvertently and unwittingly form the 

foundation of the SI. The Première exposition de psychogéographie [première psy-

chogeography exhibition] took place in February of 1957, its theme one that later 

situationists would cherish. That same year, ex-CoBrA artist Asger Jorn, Guy De-

bord and the British Ralph Rumney would meet each other for the first time in Brus-

sels at a conference on 4 February (see Lars Bernaerts et.al., Legendes van de litera-

tuur: schrijvers en het artistieke experiment in de jaren zestig, Academia Press, 

Ghent 2017: p. 65). However, according to another source, Debord didn‟t grace them 

with his presence... 
1 The young Tom Gutt (1941-2002) played an especially prominent role. 
2 Claude Lorent, „Nieuwe kunst in Antwerpen 1958-1962‟, La Libre Belgique, 16 

January 2013. Naturally, this exhibition also focussed on the G-58 group, which was 

responsible for having developed Europe's largest arts centre in the Hessenhuis. 
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professional soldier Piet De Groof's alter-ego. De Groof enjoyed a certain 

measure of fame as „the Situationist General‟. He would go on to finish his 

career as a general of the Belgian Air Force, seconded to NATO. Another SI 

member was Dutch painter and puppeteer Jan Strijbosch, who studied in 

Antwerp. In addition to his Situationist activities, Strijbosch painted the sets 

for the popular Pats‟ Poppenspel [Pats‟ Puppet Show], which celebrated its 

four thousandth show in 1965.
1
 He and his comrade and protégé, the young 

Rudi Renson (1937-2018), became members of the SI at the Antwerp Con-

ference at the close of 1962. 

Rudi Renson quickly went from being the SI‟s youngest member and 

a jack-of-all-trades
2
 to wielding a more influential role. How highly es-

teemed he was within the SI is apparent from a comment by Michèle Bern-

stein, Debord‟s wife, in a The Times Literary Supplement (a magazine 

devoted to avant-garde art) article of September 1964. Berstein briefly 

introduces the SI in the article and mentions that there are three major works 

in the pipeline for SI: Le Traité de savoir-vivre à l‟usage des jeunes géné-

rations, by Raoul Vaneigem, La Société du spéctacle, by Guy Debord, – 

both still pivotal situationist works today – and a third book, addressing one 

of the situationists‟ key concerns, architecture. The book was entitled L'Ar-

chitecture et le détournement and was penned by Rudi Renson. Or worse 

yet, it ought to have been penned by Rudi Renson, because lamentably, the 

book was never published. Two years later, in July of 1966, Renson and 

Strijbosch (who continued to support him), were kicked out of the SI at the 

eighth conference in Paris. Admittedly, their expulsion was amicable – for 

Debord anyway. The expulsion was not due to insurmountable ideological 

differences of opinion, which were cause for instantaneous transformation 

of former allies into mortal enemies. Rather, it was because there were hard-

                                                 
1 In his memoirs, Raoul Vaneigem mentions that Jan Strijbosch was a puppeteer. ‟t 

Pallieterke of 18 February 1965 mentions his name twice at the bottom of page 6 in 

an article written in honour of the four thousandth Pats‟ Poppenspel show in de 

Arenbergschouwburg in Antwerp, a puppet show that was wildly popular in conser-

vative-Catholic Flanders. It was even a source of inspiration for Willy Vandersteen's 

comics. 
2 In a letter from Guy Debord to Rudi Renson, dated 21 July 1963, Debord explains 

to Renson how he should deal with the Exi gallery in Odense, Denmark. Exi organis-

ed a situationist exhibition featuring works by Strijbosch, who, unfortunately, never 

made it there. Renson was stopped at the border and never made it to Odense. De-

bord wasn‟t too troubled by it, given how suspicious he was of the gallery and gal-

lery exhibitions in general. 
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ly any activities they could attribute to their names.
1
 That the book on 

architecture was never published is not likely to have helped their cause. 

The blow of being ousted landed heavily. Years later, Rudi Renson 

told activist Peter Terryn: „I never recovered from my short stint with the SI 

and the rift. I was devastated. All the hope that had been kindled seemed to 

have been snuffed out. I developed a deeply cynical view of the world and 

haven‟t been able to shake it.‟
2
 In all likelihood, that cynicism carried over 

into Nicole van Goethem‟s later work. 

Alienation. The words „Ne travaillez jamais‟ [Never work] were 

scrawled in chalk on a wall in the Rue de Seine in Paris, in early 1953. Ten 

years later, a snapshot of it appeared in the Bulletin central édité par les 

sections de l'Internationale situationniste.
3
 In those days, alienation was a 

key concept drawn on by Marxist philosophers, such as Kostas Axelos, but 

it was also part of the SI's vocabulary – especially for Vaneigem. The fringe, 

increasingly despotic society led by Debord was itself an „unwitting‟ out-

come of post-war Europe's obsession with labour, economic growth and the 

Wirtschaftswunder – the restoration of the pre-war status quo. There was 

little room for anyone who felt out of place under the dictatorship of „Métro, 

boulot, dodo‟ or „Famille, fabrique, travail‟. 

For people today, it is almost impossible to imagine how the state, 

military, and pre-Vatican II Catholic Church governed society at the time 

with such blatant paternalism, mainly in traditionally rural impoverished 

Euopean nations, from Ireland to Poland, from Austria to Belgium, from 

Italy to Spain and Portugal.
4
 It wasn‟t until 1968 that the flock did no longer 

                                                 
1 The SI is virtually the only modern revolutionary movement that did not employ 

violence, revolutions, or attacks to achieve its goal, but confined itself to drafting 

statements and tracts. In this sense, the SI is more analogous to a cult spreading the 

tenets of its faith than a movement fomenting revolutionary action. 
2 Peter Terryn's Facebook page, Rudi Renson is dood [Rudi Renson is dead], 16 June 

2018. 
3 Reproduced in an article by Raoul Vaneigem: Internationale situationniste. Bulle-

tin central édité par les sections de l'Internationale situationniste, no. 8, January 

1963: p. 42. In Gébé's L‟an 01, based on a comic trip from Charlie Hebdo (1971) 

and filmed in 1973, the French put their money where their mouth was and stopped 

working en masse: „On arrête tout, on réfléchit et c‟est pas triste.‟ The film is partic-

ularly remarkable for being Gérard Depardieu's début. 
4
 As a reaction to the steady loss of political power and papal territory (conclusively 

embedded in the Treaty of Laterans, 1929), the Church enhanced its infuence by ex-

tending its educational network, and a stricter hierarchy within its own organisation. 
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follow its shepherd, when the Pope issued his encyclical Humanae Vitae, 

and the completely outdated power structure would truly begin to falter, in 

part due to undermining activities by all kinds of movements, of which the 

SI was the undisputed vanguard in every respect – or at least that's what it 

sought to be. 

Renson – Van Goethem. Rudi Renson met Nicole van Goethem in 

1964, in the middle of his situationist period (1962-1966). They would seek 

out one another's companionship from 1964 until her death in 2000. In 1965, 

a temporary breakup sent Van Goethem packing for the Spanish coastal 

town of Torremolinos. Renson tracked her down there, where she was living 

off of beach drawings. They returned together, penniless. Their relationship 

was more than living apart together, with ups and downs. They were com-

pagnons de route; they operated as a unit. They didn‟t work, or at least not 

in a conventional sense. Neither of them had a steady job. Van Goethem was 

a hostess at clip joints in Antwerp's Schipperskwartier for eight years. She 

would play herself as „queen of the gutter‟ in the film Verloren maandag 

(1974) [Lost Monday] by Luc Monheim, and as „flower girl‟ in Trouble in 

Paradise (1989) by Robbe De Hert. Renson ran a café for a brief while. 

They set up a silkscreen studio together. 

Their social circumstances only started to look up when Van Goe-

them was contacted by her childhood friend Jean-Paul Walravens, aka 

Picha, in 1974 to collaborate on his feature-length animated film, Tarzoon: 

Shame of the Jungle. That was followed by The Missing Link, also by Picha, 

and Jan zondervrees (John the Fearless) by Jef Cassiers. In this way, Van 

Goethem evolved – as she would later graphically express it herself – „from 

hostess to cartoon girl‟. During her collaboration on The Missing Link in 

Paris between 1978 and 1980, Picha was also the one to introduce her to the 

French tabloid Hara-Kiri, the anarchist „journal bête et méchant‟ by 

                                                                                                        
It started with the dogma of papal infallibility (Vaticanum I, 1870), followed by the 

launch of the „Catholic Action‟ movement under Pius XI (Ubi Arcano Del Consilio, 

1922, against secularisation, and Quas Primas, 1925, declaring Christ king of the 

world). These initiatives gave a pivotal role to the bishops and the clergy in wordly 

affairs (cf. Jean-Guy Vaillancourt Papal Power: A Study of Vatican Control Over 

Lay Catholic Elites, 1980). Stephen Mumford gives four sources to explain the 

Church‟s power: it is an absolute monarchy, the infallability of the pope, the ever-

present threat of excommunication, and indoctrination (Church and State, May 15, 

2015; see also Shaun Blanchard “The Twists and Turns that Led to the First Vatican 

Council”, Church Life Journal, July 1, 2020). 
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Georges Bernier, widely known as Le Professeur Choron, and François 

Cavanna. Picha corroborated this as follows: „[she went along] to Garche, 

near Paris, where I'd assembled the core of my team, six people, in a 

humongous house with seventeen rooms. That was where we lived and 

worked. From time to time, Nicole would need to go back to Antwerp to 

make drawings for Mimo.‟
1
 However, we weren't able to find any of Van 

Geothem's drawings in Hara-Kiri to substantiate this claim. 

By 1979, Nicole van Goethem and Rudi Renson had joined the artists 

and graphic designers who had set up shop in ERCOLA (Experimental Re-

search Center of Liberal Arts), formerly the Somers almshouse, a spacious 

building owned by the OCMW in Wolstraat that was declared derelict in 

2019, but where fireball Jean-Claude Block is still allowed to stay until 

2022. Their nightly haunt was across the street, at Café De Kat. Urban leg-

end has it that Van Goethem's Oscar spent three nights cold in the fridge 

there. 

Nicole van Goethem‟s small, but striking oeuvre is not something 

that can simply be reduced to scenes from De Kat and ERCOLA, just as the 

oeuvre of the Pink Poets cannot simply be reduced to the Vécu private 

members club or that of Willem Elsschot to café Quinten Matsijs, two spots 

in the same neighbourhood. It is also wrong – and what‟s more, not terribly 

woman-friendly – to project Rudi Renson's short-lived situationist past onto 

Nicole van Goethem's work. It is genuinely cliché to jump on the bandwag-

on and attribute their alternative lifestyle to the spirit of May 68, hippie 

culture, flower power, the Provos (a Dutch counterculture movement), the 

Dolle Minas (second wave feminists), etc. There was more to it than that. 

Of course, Van Goethem was familiar with the underground scene. 

For example, she played one of the three „bush women‟ in the bizarre sci-fi 

film Saturnus (1971) by Ludo Mich, which is set on one of the planet's 

moons. Free jazz and voice-over in Lingala (at least according to Mich, 

although it's probably Kiswahili) create an outright disconcerting, other-

worldly atmosphere. There is a good likelihood that Rudi Renson‟s music 

                                                 
1 Interview with Luk Menten: „Twee meesters van de aarzelende Pennentrek‟, Film-

magie, no. 563, May 2006, p. 5. Menten wrote commercials and an interview with 

Willem Thijssen for the DVD of Van Goethem‟s animated films (All Films & Art-

work – Nicole van Goethem – Drawing the Film, published by CinéTé, 2006), and 

also created two hundred drawings for the accompanying introductory booklet in 

three languages. Mimo was a women's magazine, the successor to Mimosa and De 

haardvriend before that, published by Dupuis. Johan Anthierens spent a brief period 

as the magazine's editor-in-chief. 
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was incorporated into the soundtrack. Van Goethem also performed in 

Mich‟s pornographic Lysistrata (1976), although it‟s difficult to recognise 

given the graininess of the recording. The blurry images of The Making of 

Lysistrata contribute to the chaos of Aristophanes‟ play, in which the wo-

men of Athens go on a sex strike to protest their good-for-nothing, bellicose 

men.
1
 

But whatever they were doing, with whomever they were collaborat-

ing, for Van Goethem and Renson there was always more to it than that. For 

Renson, the ideas from his unwritten or unfinished book, the aforemen-

tioned L'Architecture et le détournement, always figured into the picture. 

Renson also had his part to play in Van Goethem's films. He even 

finished L.A.T. with Willem Thijssen after she died. In most cases, he was 

responsible for the film score. He held a certain sway and would not have 

collaborated if he had not been largely on board with what Van Goethem 

was trying to do. The credits and a passage from her semi-autobiographical, 

last film, L.A.T., provide a keen illustration of how frequently they butted 

heads on what their course of action should be and how they should survive. 

The film starts with a barely noticeable crocodile at the bottom of the 

screen. Like two predators snapping at each other, a blind couple wallows in 

their cesspool, their studio. The female model there for the man, a blind 

painter, has just left screaming and slamming doors behind her because the 

blind man produces one Magritte after another Warhol after the other 

Mondrian, continually failing to reproduce reality. The woman, a singer, is 

leaving for her performance in Nabucco. She is as blind as he is and mis-

takes the third character, the parrot, for her husband. „You clearly suffer 

from a lack of inspiration‟, she remarks over the racket caused by the 

profanity-laced screaming of the furious model, the parrot's chatter, and the 

                                                 
1 Concerning Lysistrata, Rik Stallaerts writes: „Antwerp has never had a “true” un-

derground in the style of Brussels artist Roland Lethem's (Le Sex enragé, 1969) pro-

vocative films. Although Ludo Mich did later provide a peculiar rendition of Aristo-

phanes‟ Lysistrata in the cellars of Flor Beckx‟ (sic) I.C.C. in 1976, in which le tout 

Anvers parades naked‟, (B. Bern, Antwerpen, de jaren Zestig, Hadewijch, Antwerp 

1988, p. 110. Ludo Mich made it into The Guardian with his performances after per-

forming in Morden Tower, Newcastle on 17 November 2011: “Ludo Mich is best 

known for his „pansexual aktionist emetic‟ films from the 60s. Apparently he „or-

chestrated mass group performances and released a series of underground films 

culminating in Lysistrata – an ecstatic all nude adaptation of Aristophanes' satire 

featuring a soundtrack of primal yelling, tape delay machines, instant sax blasts, 

African poetry, de-tuned guitar, glass and elastic‟”. 
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chaotic sounds coming from the blind painter. „You used to be so magnifi-

cent, admired, brilliant.‟ The man leans against his canvas and sighs: „That‟s 

right. She's right. She's always been right.‟ Poorly disguised subtext? Of 

course, but the ties that bind them are too strong. After leaving, she calls to 

him through the open window: „You are coming to the concert, aren‟t you? I 

can‟t do it without you.‟ 

A tantalising bit of trivia: the male voices were recorded by actor 

Manou Kersting, the son of a Dutch artist, Gregor Kartai, who was active in 

the G-58 movement and who ran the Zigeunerkleder, the location of the SI 

conference in November 1962. Antwerp really was a small world back in 

that insanely creative period. 

2. MISAPPROPRIATION 

Détournement – Réemploi dans une nouvelle unité 

 d‟éléments artistiques pré-existants1 

A fair amount of Van Goethem‟s legacy consists of drawings, story-

boards and comics, among others, which belong to the huge comic strip 

revival of the 1960s. Comics, originally a conservative and nationalist genre 

from the 1930s and 1940s, evolved with the times and played a major role in 

the international liberation movement of the 1960s. Key Belgian names 

from that period included Crumb, Rodriguez, Vaughn Bodé, the Gung Ho 

generation, with Reiser, Moebius, Cabu, Gotlib, Bretécher, Wolinski, in 

France. They published in magazines such as L‟Echo des savanes, Pilote, 

Fluide glacial, Métalhurlant and, of course, Hara-Kiri and Charlie Hebdo.
2
 

The SI would also frequently use comics for détournement, i.e. to 

misappropriate material and do something radically different with it. The 

most spectacular examples of misappropriation are not the edited comics in 

the combined editions of the SI magazine, but rather the comics that feature 

in the situationist films – especially those by René Viénet. His La Dialec-

tique peut-elle casser des briques? is a masterpiece. The piece is nothing 

like the products of reigning SI Tsar Guy Debord, who created Hurlements 

en faveur de Sade in 1952, a film without images, only black and white 

                                                 
1 In his last film, In girum imus nocte et consumimur igni, Debord seems to have 

come to the same conclusion. “To resituate autobiographical reflections within the 

psychic and geographical relations [La Rive Gauche in Paris, for instance] as a de-

fense against the full onslaught of commodified ahistoricality”. His Paris had ceased 

to exist, “infected by the „fatal illness‟ of spectacular commodification”, according to 

Debord in a film interview in CTheory, 2000. 
2 For a detailed timeline, see: Stéphane Mazurier, L'Hebdo Hara-Kiri/Charlie Hebdo 

(1969-1982): un journal des années soixante-dix, University of Rouen, Rouen 2003. 
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surfaces, and who also filmed, as a testament and bitter documentary, the 

palindrome entitled In girumimus nocte et consumimur igni [We Spin 

Around the Night Consumed by the Fire] in 1978. 

La Dialectique peut-elle casser des briques? is based on the Hong 

Kong-produced kung fu film, Crush (1972). It‟s been dubbed with situa-

tionist conversations in French. Crush isn‟t a bad kung fu film, but it is very 

cliché, with two parties pitted against each other. Armed with swords, 

Japanese samurai take on the members of a Korean kung fu school, whose 

only weapons are their fists. The bad guy on duty is played quite convinc-

ingly by Hong Kong actor Chan Hung-lit (1943-2009), who specialised in 

that kind of role. Had Bruce Lee also co-starred, Crush may very well have 

become one of the genre's classics. 

But for Viénet, the film was chiefly a convenient vehicle for his 

détournement. “Tous les films peuvent être détournés” [All films are subject 

to misappropriation], by which he meant that they can be „rearranged, cut 

and pasted‟ with completely new content. In the voice-over, Viénet replaced 

the Japanese with „the bureaucrats‟ and the Koreans with „the proletariat‟. 

Instead of the usual kung fu cries, the protagonists sling phrases at each 

other like, “On ne peut pas vain crel‟aliénation avec des moyens aliénées” 

or the comment in the English subtitles: “I‟m sick of commodity capitalism”
1
 

The Marxist-Leninist slogans bandied about are the perfect match for the 

kung fu fights, if only due to their allusion to Mao's Little Red Book. More-

over, unlike his „overlord‟, Viénet had a brilliant sense of irony and even 

chucked in some Parisian current affairs. For example, he laid into François 

Maspero for having released censored versions of De Sade, and advertised 

publications by Champ Libre, Gérard Lebovici's situationist publisher. La 

Dialectique peut-elle casser des briques? is one of the most convincing and 

hilarious demonstrations of what you can do with found footage (in this case 

a film fully intact and complete) by playing with the soundtrack. 

In her last film, L.A.T., Van Goethem approaches the same level of 

pandemonium. For the first time, she uses 3D-effects, language, and dia-

logue, in Antwerp slang and Flemish-French, punctuated at all times by 

shrill shrieking and shouting. The dialogues are so over the top and recited 

at such an infernal pace that Van Goethem qualifies for Viénet's avant-

gardism. To be sure, not a single one of Van Goethem's three feature length 

                                                 
1 Anon „Le détournement comme négation et comme prélude‟, Internationale situa-

tionniste. Bulletin central édité par les sections de l'Internationale situationniste, no. 

3, December 1959: p. 10. 
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animated films is a détournement in a literal sense. Quite the opposite, in 

fact, given that they have all been drawn by her and 100 % of the content is 

her own material – something that cannot really be said of Rudi's sound-

track. That said, she had effectively already mastered „misappropriation‟. 

After all, she‟d spent years with the man who was going to write the book 

on it. She had elevated the process to a style. 

When Nicole van Goethem was asked to make a promotional video 

for DVV Insurance, she didn‟t think about dull forms, damage claims, or 

accidents. She thought about crocodiles. The DVV would become the apex 

of her promotional videos and even one of her best animated films. Van 

Goethem misappropriated DVV Insurance into an alligator farm, into the 

stomping ground of Crocodile Dundee. 

3. REVELATION 

Situationniste – Celui qui s’emploie à construire des situations
1
 

The subjects of her three art films, Een Griekse tragedie, Vol van 

gratie, and L.A.T., are far from innocent. One after the other, Van Goethem 

takes traditional culture, church, and married life to task. 

There were originally six caryatids in the Erectheum, next to the 

Parthenon. One was carted off to London at the dawn of the nineteenth 

century along with the Earl of Elgin‟s other controversially acquired mar-

bles. Now replicas have been installed, with the originals displayed in the 

Acropolis Museum. Which one is the real one, and which the replica? 

Caryatid simply means „woman from Karyes‟, an old town near Sparta. The 

name is no tribute to the woman. Rather the opposite is true. In his De 

architectura, the Roman architect Vitruvius writes that it represents eternal 

shame and slavery. The Greeks punished the town of Karyes for having col-

laborated with the Persians, laying waste to it, killing all the men, and drag-

ging the women off into slavery. They were even denied the simple dignity 

by discarding their clothes or symbols of their status as married women, 

instead being forced to bear their wicked fate, unforgivable hubris, and the 

indelible shame of their condition for all eternity.
2
 

                                                 
1 Situationism derives its name from the concept of „situation construite‟ [construct-

ed situation], which Internationale situationniste magazine (no. 1, June 1958: p. 13) 

defined as: „Moment de la vie, concrètement et délibérément construit par l‟organi-

sation collective d‟une ambiance unitaire et d‟un jeu d‟événements.‟ 
2 Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, De architectura, Book 1, Chapter 1:5, The Latin Library: 

„Postea Graeci ... matronas eorum in servitutem abduxerunt, nec sunt passi stolas 

neque ornatus matronales deponere, uti non una triumpho ducerentur, sed aeterno, 
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Naturally, that casts things in an entirely different, feminist light. 

Unlike the Americans who hadn‟t understood her film, Van Goethem was 

well versed in her classics. Her film demonstrates woman's resilience, how 

even under the harshest of conditions, she retains her zest for life and 

demonstrates resolve. The film begins with the quote „Quod non fecerunt 

Scoti fecerunt Cariatidi‟ [What the Scots did not do, the caryatids did], a 

transparent, ironic allusion to the quip, „Quod non fecerunt barbari fecerunt 

Barberini‟ [What the barbarians did not do, the Barberini did], a reference to 

the practices of the Barberini family of which Pope Urban VIII was part. 

They were a property mafia of the seventeenth century notorious for strip-

ping antiquities for personal gain and to procure canons. It means that the 

true barbarians are among us, and their name is „big business‟. Lord Byron 

applied the quip to the Scottish Earl of Elgin, who disfigured the Parthenon: 

„Quod non fecerunt Gothi fecerunt Scoti.‟ The sexual revolution continued 

the destruction, cast off the shackles of the past. 

That only three caryatids remain on the dilapidated Acropolis in Van 

Goethem's short reveals the common thread of decay and the entropy of 

civilisation. She confines herself to the essence, to the three decaying but-

tresses – the female Trinity – forced to yield to the pickaxe, three tottering 

supports of Western civilisation. Who was it that had gnawed, drilled into, 

and sawed those pillars a decade before? Wasn‟t that the guys and gals of 

the SI? What‟s more, they did it ten years before the May 68 generation, 

which included Roel van Duyn and Jasper Grootveld, Timothy Leary and 

Theodore Roszak, Paul Goossens and Kris Merckx, all of whom take the 

credit for it today. 

The lesson to be drawn from L.A.T. and Vol van gratie is that self-

awareness and pose are not interchangeable. In L.A.T., the pose consists of 

daily conversations. Anyone who is blind to what is right in front of them – 

or who is blind and wants to see – creates a closed world that could only be 

represented here by a blaring ship‟s horn. It is also the reason for the shrill 

trumpeting sound and Coco the parrot as a passe-partout. Coco absorbs all 

the sounds of the room and things said that have missed their mark. He is 

only capable of parroting what already exists, what has already been said. 

However, he does it in lunatic French – the betrayal of words. „Le poète peut 

opposer une limite sonore, métrique, à une limite syntaxique. Ce n‟est pas 

seulement une pause, c‟est une non-coïncidence, une disjonction entre le 

                                                                                                        
servitutis exemplo gravi contumelia pressae poenas pendere viderentur pro civitate 

ut etiam posteris nota poena peccati Cariatium memoriae traderetur.‟ 
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son et le sens‟, Giorgo Agamben remarks.
1
 „Hear no evil, see no evil, speak 

no evil‟ was Van Goethem‟s theme; she packages these concepts in a casing 

that conceals their flip sides – deafness, blindness and prolix. 

In Vol van gratie, the pose is the habit, which stands for the rules of 

order in a convent. The scenes are reminiscent of cathedral spires shooting 

up into eternity. The closer they are to the ground, the more recognisable 

they become. They‟ve been transformed into Ionic columns. The „pillarisa-

tion‟ of humanity was also the theme in Een Griekse tragedie. The about 

face, which is also an act of repentance, occurs in an effortless leap that the 

small, curious nun is unable to take. She trips and knocks her big sister over 

in the process. The mist, the darkness of Plato's cave, and the ethereal qual-

ity of religious hymns wrap human existence in a film. There is also signifi-

cance in how the sisters wipe the mist from a window on their quest for 

candles, but are pressed so close to the window that they are incapable of 

seeing the big picture, just as their limited field of vision causes them to 

confuse the cathedral with the true „Father‟s House‟. They only see what is 

right in front of them, candles, and a steamy sex shop. They rush back in a 

hurry. A heady gust of wind lifts the robes of statues of saints as if to say, 

„sex hangs in the air here‟. That becomes crystal clear when it turns out the 

candles are penis-shaped, burning fervently and far too quickly. Picha's 

influence here is unmistakable. According to Nancy Bens, Van Goethem 

also wrote the scenes of her three films in an attic chamber in Garche. Her 

style evolved towards something harsher, darker, and more iconoclastic, 

perhaps inspired by Picha, the iconoclast. Van Goethem's niece, Anne van 

der Vlugt, whose vocal talent Renson inspired Een Griekse tragedie's 

soundtrack, let slip that her work had been considerably more refined before 

that film. After that, it became „crude‟. 

In Picha‟s Tarzoon: Shame of the Jungle the fire of the bald, four-

teen-breasted queen Bazonga threatens. After the fire alarm goes off, she is 

leapt on by „penis soldiers‟, each of whom has sheathed themselves in a 

condom so that ultimately the ruling order, i.e. Bazonga, is blown sky high. 

Van Goethem's nuns avoid that fate. They inhale the salubrious (weed) 

smoke, which clearly gets them high and leads to orgasmic ecstasy and 

dancing in the air. The sparkling cloud of intoxication ends up in the rood 

loft, where all the other nuns are blissfully bowled over and literally see 

stars. Where do all those nuns run off to after such an exhausting experi-

ence? Mother Superior falls in love with the frivolous beauty of a butterfly, 

                                                 
1 Giorgo Agamben, op.cit. 
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metamorphosing into sparkles and light in the cage of the cathedral. The 

deconsecration has become initiation, the discourse „revealed‟ and packed 

with a completely different historical replay, is misappropriated, and thereby 

becomes situationist. „La situation est une zone „indécidabilité, d‟indiffér-

ence entre une unicité et une répétition.‟
1
 

Subversive provincialism. We are not going to get into the intermin-

able debate here about whether a subversive film can remain subversive if it 

is awarded an Oscar. After her award, Van Goethem had to put up with the 

anciens combattants of May 68, such as the Korean kung fu boys in Vié-

net‟s film, all shouting in chorus: ‘On ne peut pas vaincrel‟aliénation avec 

des moyens aliénés!‟ 

It is far more worthwhile to untether Van Goethem and her mini 

oeuvre from the Flemish provincialism that praises anyone having achieved 

something abroad to high heaven, going on to slather it in a thick syrupy 

layer of Tienen sugar afterwards. Nicole van Goethem is not a good girl 

gone bad, but who still (!) managed to become a brilliant animator and „hap-

pened‟ to take an Oscar home. As funny as they are, there is a bitterness and 

venom in her films. In the four sketches of Een Griekse tragedie housed in 

the Antwerp Province Hall, the viewer believes they see scenes of liberation. 

However, when the last caryatid sees the pointlessness of her task, the titles 

of the sketches signify otherwise: The emptiness – it worked – gaping loss – 

Lonely caryatid. Gloominess and communication breakdown douse the joy 

of labour. Nicole van Goethem was not a drunken artist driven by personal 

frustration to seek her salvation in drink. However, she and Renson were 

inebriated with rage at society's hypocrisy, in which church and state were 

slowly and steadily being replaced by money and unrestrained, pimped-out 

consumption. 

What the elderly Raoul Vaneigem testified to in his memoirs about 

his past co-situationist, Rudi Renson, probably applies to Nicole van Goe-

them as well, but differently: „Rudi had a tormented side. We all suffered 

from it at the time (the sixties). I think that with the [SI] group's help, he was 

looking for an escape from existential dread. It was something that haunted 

all of us. It is too easily forgotten that this [SI] group, which eventually turn-

ed on every one of us, had an incredibly therapeutic effect in the beginning. 

It allowed us to free ourselves from the dark obscurity of an existence that 

was little more than slavery. And what better support than creative enthusi-

asm? But when the enthusiasm dies, what‟s left? Rudi was sustained by the 

                                                 
1 Ibid. 
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desire to participate in a movement that sought to liberate and emancipate 

everyday life‟.
1
 But Rudi couldn't let go of his Nicole. „After she died, he 

worked for months with his good friend Yvonne Dewinter on meticulously 

archiving Nicole's work, so that it could later be transferred to the Letterist 

Archive, just a stone's throw from ERCOLA, where he and „Nicolleke‟ had 

had their little production house, CrocoBuro.‟
2
 Their office was located in 

the attic of the former almshouse. 

R.I.P. Nicole van Goethem died of a heart attack on 3 March 2000. 

At the funeral of spoken artist Albert Szukalski a month earlier, on the 

grounds of the Schoonselhof in Hoboken, she had confided in Adriaan 

Raemdonck, the gallery owner of De Zwarte Panter: „Here, next to den Beir, 

that‟s where I'd like to be laid to rest.‟ That‟s where she's lying now. Section 

R, Row 6, Filmmaker-Graphic Artist. In Antwerp's new housing district, 

Nieuw Zuid, a street was named after her in 2014. Rudi Renson died on 13 

July 2018. His obituary reads: Rudi Renson – architect, artist, situationist.
3
 

 

 

 

The Peterchurch Prize 
 

Jeremy Sampson 

 

 

No one could remember such rivalry for a literary crown since 

Anthony Burgess and William Golding clashed in their pursuit of the 

Booker Prize in 1980 and few could have anticipated its deadly outcome. 

Rivalry is how the Master described it to the media but everyone knew it 

was far more serious and brutal than that. The war of words had sucked in 

all six shortlisted candidates one way or another. What was it about the 

Peterchurch Prize? Certainly, there was no other literary prize in the world 

that got the literati in such a spin. Established to celebrate the genius and the 

friendship of William Shakespeare and Christopher Marlowe in 1593, was it 

                                                 
1 Raoul Vaneigem, Self-Portraits and Caricatures of the Situationist International, 

Colossal Books, New York 2015: p. 138. 
2 Ellen Verryt, Mijn zielsverwant Rudi Renson, Genoa, 16 July 2018. See: onafgebro-

kentijd.wordpress.com. 
3
 Special thanks to Nancy Bens, Luk Menten, Adriaan Raemdonck, Els Rastelli, 

Willem Thijssen, and the late Jan Van der Borgt. 
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the prestigious longevity of the prize? Maybe it was the fame it could bring? 

None of the candidates could forget the current ten million-pound prize 

money. All of this was wrapped up in the mystique and the power of Peter-

church College, Cambridge. This most secretive and medieval of Oxbridge 

colleges dwelt paradoxically deep within the shadowy past and simultane-

ously stood brilliantly self-aware of its significant power and the opportuni-

ties that brought to it in the present age. That is why presidents, billionaires 

and a host of other important people would squeeze into selfie shot with 

adolescent enthusiasm whenever an occasion arose to be associated with 

Peterchurch, even though excessive public usage of technology was now 

actively discouraged. Cultural and political commentators would constantly 

muse how the British Empire had not only survived but thrived through the 

age of anti-imperialism and how its last ten Prime Ministers were all gradu-

ates of Peterchurch. 

At 6 pm on Friday 15th June, 2085, as was the annual tradition, the 

six shortlisted candidates arrived at Peterchurch for a weekend of final 

interviews. Usually shortlisted candidates would enter by Eden Court all 

together when most of the undergraduates had gone home for the summer 

holidays, but this year due to „rivalry‟ this was not possible. Instead the 

candidates had to draw lots through their online avatars. This in itself proved 

more than a little challenging, for the candidates and their rival teams of 

technologists largely descended into childish bickering over the fairness of 

the draw. Finally, with the help of Peterchurch‟s own technologists, agree-

ment was reached using a variation of Nash‟s Equilibrium. Fortunately, 

Peterchurch had eight quadrangles more than enough for the six candidates. 

Formally, all six had an equal chance to win the prize, but everyone knew 

three would not survive to the final televised show. 

Sir Quentin Sackville who entered by Eden Court was at 93 the only 

candidate to have been born in the twentieth century. One of his rivals 

commented that had Sackville been born in any other previous century he 

would almost certainly be dead. Sackville retorted that had his rival been 

born in any other century than the twenty-first, she would have been illit-

erate, for the trash she spewed out could scarcely be termed as literature. 

Certainly, as the years had passed Sackville‟sappetite for scraping had not 

diminished. His first novel Slow Boat to China was hugely successful and 

almost autobiographical, essentially and colourfully retelling his rebellion 

against the family name and his life of privilege, As a merchant seaman he 

acquired a notoriety in many of the questionable pubs, clubs and bars in a 

sizable proportion of the major East Asian colonial ports: Singapore, 
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Manila, Port Moresby, Darwin and Shanghai. His flirtation as a restauran-

teur and bar owner on Kimberley Road in Hong Kong failed really before it 

began. The name of his place Slippery Slope did not exactly possess the 

required hedonistic allure, but more of a cry for redemption as something 

out of John Bunyan‟s Pilgrim‟s Progress. Yet his departure from Hong 

Kong may also have been hastened by the visit of the softly spoken man 

from the Triads who politely said he had 72 hours to get out of the city or 

face the consequences. As a result, he arrived back to London in January 

2022. With his family connections, pitifully pathetic thirdclass degree from 

Oxford and bucket loads of shameless charm, he landed a job as an invest-

ment agent. The money was great, the predictability was not. In desperation 

he turned to writing. He found to his delight that writing gave me the 

notoriety he was craving, whilst still enjoying the stability and respectability 

of the establishment. Certainly, his delight in this paradox was displayed in 

his latest work Bottomless Chessboard. Perhaps if it had just been his age, 

then his supposed death on the first evening would have seemed quite 

natural and far from suspicious. 

Eden Court was in full bloom with an array of botanical delights. 

Arguably, it rivalled the size and greatness of Tom Quad in Christchurch, 

Oxford. The lawn of the courtyard was immaculate, lush and impossibly 

neat like a five-star hotel king size bed. Sackville stood tall and did not have 

the customary stoop and ponderous step of many of his generation. In fact, 

he strode forward with such speed that the young porter behind him 

struggled to keep up, perhaps hindered by the old-fashioned trunk that 

Sackville had insisted on bringing to Peterchurch. He allowed himself a 

small ironic smile. As he traversed Eden Court, he felt the early evening sun 

softly caress his cheek. A single ray like a blonde strand of hair tumbled 

down his face on a half-forgotten young sunset. Paradise. A blonde-haired 

young woman stood in front of him. “Sir Quentin. Clare Harrison from 

Prospero 24.” Before she could say anymore Sackville interrupted: “Impos-

sible, Clare Harrison has been dead for seventy years.” The interviewer 

moved in to reassure the old man. “I am Clare Harrison, very much alive 

and only twenty-seven.” The old man was startled again as this time the 

young porter, head bowed, barrelled into the two of them nearly knocking 

both off their feet. Above them the Prospero 24 drone captured the con-

fusion with the trunk falling awkwardly onto its side. 

Sackville recovered: “This is not the dignified entrance I had anti-

cipated.” 
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“Sorry. I have not asked my main question, Sir Quentin”, added the 

reporter worriedly. 

“Don‟t worry, young lady, you will get your story and without that 

infernal machine”. Sackville waved angrily at the drone above. He ushered 

the apologetic porter and Harrison towards the doorway at the opposite side 

of the quad. 

Surprisingly the Master was already there without any entourage. 

“My sincerest apologies, Sir Quentin. Your entrance through Eden 

Court was supposed to have been…” 

“Dignified? At least it was not predictable,” interrupted Sackville. 

“Now I assume my rooms are at the top of the staircase. I can take it from 

here with a little help from your state-of-the-art lift that I know, Master, you 

had installed last month.” The Master smiled acquiescing with Sackville‟s 

request. Sackville walked to the lift with his trunk on hover mode. After all, 

this was the late twenty first century and the young porter‟s efforts were to 

please the traditionalists in government and the elite of imperial society, not 

to mention The Master himself. 

Then the Master beckoned with stern glare to the porter and Harrison 

for one of his little chats. No sooner had he drawn them to one side then 

there was a loud thud from the lift area. All three rushed in to find Sackville 

slumped over his trunk. 

The Master shouted, “Get a doctor”. 

Harrison angrily replied, “I am a doctor”. She checked Sackville for 

vital signs but found none. 

Again, the Master drew the other two away from the lift area with 

their backs to the body. “We must not tell anyone until it has been fully con-

sidered how this might impact the college‟s reputation and the Peterchurch 

Prize”. 

“Master, we are talking about a dead man in the lift area and you are 

treating the matter as merely an inconvenience to the college‟s reputation”, 

retorted Harrison. 

The young porter looked back at the lift area astonished: “How dead 

do you have to be to be truly dead?” Now the lift doors were open but Sack-

ville‟s body and the trunk were gone. 

With a glance at the lift area the Master spoke one word into the 

communicator embedded in the tie-pin: “Pembroke”. He then glared at the 

porter. 
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“It is Hawkins, is it not?” The porter acknowledged his own name to 

the Master. “Then you will know what „Pembroke‟ means?” Hawkins, 

visibly intimidated, nodded and then scuttled away. 

“So, what does „Pembroke‟ mean?” 

“Clare, what are you really – reporter, doctor, or a pretty charlatan 

who is in above her head? Spin Prospero an appropriate story. No one must 

know what really happened here”. 

“And what did really happen here, Master?” retorted the young 

woman. 

“You have so much to learn, Clare, Attitude does not become you”. 

The Master turned on his heel as Hawkins returned with other porters to seal 

off the staircase and lift area. Certainly, she had been invited to leave which 

she duly did. However, before emerging into Eden Court again and the all-

seeing eye of the drone, she hung back in the shadows to catch a glimpse of 

the white envelope she had just lifted from Sackville‟s pocket. She was 

indeed a reporter and a qualified doctor, but by far her best skill was an old-

fashioned pickpocket. 

* 
As she walked through Temple Quad of Peterchurch College, Profes-

sor Elizabeth Achebe was the personification of the supposed diversity that 

made the Empire still great. Her father, Victor, was an Imperial Nigerian 

diplomat who had been posted to Cyprus to address the rising tensions 

between the island‟s populations of Greeks and Turks in 2048. There he met 

Hasmig, an Armenian Cypriot. She was his personal assistant throughout the 

complex negotiations which took over eighteen months. They married in 

2051. Elizabeth was born twelve months later and her brother, Anton a year 

after that. Due to the success of the Cyprus negotiations, the family was 

transferred shortly after the birth of Anton to the medieval city of Peter-

church, UK. Peterchurch, originally a Norman settlement in Herefordshire 

with an iconic church founded in 786, now conspicuously expanded and 

refashioned into one of the most splendid Cathedrals in the Empire, had 

been the seat of imperial government since 1918. It was the idea of David 

Lloyd George so that the image of empire would be de-toxified. The busi-

ness of British politics was to remain in Westminster, London with regional 

devolved seats of government in Belfast, Cardiff, Dublin and Edinburgh, 

whilst Peterchurch would be where the imperial nations of the world gath-

ered, each country involved having full democratic representation. As a 

result, Peterchurch became a global city and one which in its rising glories 

would provide the Achebe family with a privileged lifestyle. 
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Although, one could argue, Achebe‟s lifestyle was just as privileged 

as Sackville‟s, her standard response was: “At least I do not revel in it like 

he does”. Achebe had in the last year taken up the newly created chair at the 

University of St. Andrews as Professor of International Relations and Global 

History. The empire had democracy, but according to Achebe it also had its 

grievous inequalities, most visible in the form of gold, silver and bronze 

identity cards and passports given to all imperial citizens. Such had inspired 

her first novel Passport to Nowhere. and it had been nominated for the 

Peterchurch Prize. This novel had been compared favourably to Nadine 

Gordimer‟s The Pickup (2001) by one critic as it too explored the plight of 

non-aligned African countries, In an earlier debate, Sackville had mocked 

her book in a joint interview saying: “the title sums up her literary talent” 

and followed up it with “like your great forebear, you crouch behind the 

cloistered walls of privilege. It is so easy and somewhat hypocritical to 

bemoan the inequalities of empire whilst you sit in the lap of luxury that 

self-same imperial system has provided.” Her words shot back at Sackville 

with almost murderous venom: “One day your barbs are going to be the 

death of you, old man.” All was hushed. Even the usual buoyant Sackville 

shrank back in his chair to the natural frailty of his years. Achebe was 

unrepentant but Sackville was not her real target. As she completed her 

relatively short walk across Temple Quad, the nomination of her book had 

been the entrance to what she had thought for a long time as the real seat of 

power and thereby the source of all the empire‟s inequalities. Changing the 

system from within, she smiled to herself as an ancient door opened and she 

was engulfed by the shadows. 

 

 

 

En længe ventet revolution i Wieneroperaen 
 

Anna-Lise Malmros 

 

Når Lotte Heise fortæller i sit radioprogram ”Bravo!” at hun skal i 

Wiener Staatsoper, stiger hendes i forvejen begejstrede stemmeføring til 

uanede højder. Kolossen i centrum af Østrigs hovedstad er toppen, her 

møder man de største stjerner og hilser på busterne af Mahler, Wagner og de 

andre forhenværende chefer i baren. 

Men hvad skulle Heise se, når hun i dette efterår rejste den lange vej 

til det midterste Europa efter at have fået fat i en af de dyre billetter? La 
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Traviata, såmænd. Jeg hørte hendes udsendelse lige før jeg selv rejste sydpå 

blandt andet for at besøge Wieneroperaen. Jeg overvejede ikke Verdis 

populære værk om den vildførte kvinde. Hun er et stakkels, meget velsyn-

gende offer for rige mænds behov. Som i Leoparden har/havde magtfulde 

ældre mænd en kone derhjemme, som forlængst har mistet interessen for 

sexlivet, derfor får de behovet tilfredsstillet hos unge, fattige prostituerede, 

som så har en mulighed for at overleve. Den handling appellerer i høj grad 

til såvel mænd som kvinder, rig som fattig i vore dage, og Heise elsker den 

helt åbenlyst. Den har da også de nydeligste arier, ”Kom hjem” som Osvald 

Helmuth populariserede i en ret plat (men også morsom) udgave, og især 

den smukke duet mellem faderen og den unge kvinde – hvor tæt kontakt de 

har haft med hinanden får vi vist ikke at vide, men mon ikke de begge ved et 

og andet. Vi er helt ovre i den type handlinger, som Jon Stephensen for 

nylig har været ude efter, fordi rollerne ikke dur som modeller i vore dage. 

Når jeg overhovedet overvejede at investere i en billet til Wiener-

operaen var det, fordi der foregik noget, som af østrigske musikjournalister 

er blevet kaldt en revolution. Stedet bliver ofte betegnet som et opera-

museum fordi der sjældent (aldrig) sker noget nyt. Man gentager de samme 

forestillinger for de samme mennesker, som abonnerer på de dyre pladser, til 

gengæld får de så præsenteret de største stjerner blandt dirigenter og sangere 

og kan føle sig helt sikre på ikke at blive overraskede. 

MEN i 2014 skulle der ske noget. Man bestilte en opera hos to 

oprørske skønånder, komponisten Johannes Maria Staud og forfatteren Durs 

Grünbein. Resultatet blev Die Weiden. Den havde premiere med nogle få 

forestillinger i december 2018 og blev genoptaget 7. november 2019, hvor 

jeg havde mulighed for at se den, og det var på mange måder en mærkelig 

oplevelse. Jeg har set mange operaforestillinger i ind- og udland, men jeg 

har aldrig oplevet, at mere end halvdelen af de dyre pladser på gulvet stod 

tomme, mens der var masser af mennesker jo længere man kom op og, na-

turligvis, ned i priser og prestige. Og da forestillingen var slut blev der klap-

pet intensivt i de øvre regioner, mens publikum på gulvet i al hast forlod 

teatret.  

Die Weiden betyder piletræerne, på engelsk The Willows, en umid-

delbart gådefuld titel, der først giver mening, når man går ind i handlingen 

og de inspirationer, som Staud og Grünbein nævner: Algernon Blackwoods 

The Willows (som har givet operaen titel), Joseph Conrads The Heart of 

Darkness (som har bidraget med handlingens struktur i form af en flodrejse) 

og H.P. Lovecrafts gyserhistorier fra 1920´erne (bl.a. The Call of Cthulhu, 

brugt af Metallica til en sang og en video, en tråd til nutiden). Et ungt par, 
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Lea og Peter, rejser i en rød båd ad floden Dorma (Donau), hvor de møder 

mørket i form af erindringer om krigen, om Holocaust, en manglende 

forståelse for fremmede af enhver race og type og ødelæggelsen af naturen 

(floden der uddør) – intet mindre. Historien er lagt ind i en ramme, som er 

en satire over familieliv i Østrig. Familien sidder for enden af et langbord, 

der minder om den sidste nadver, mens faderen  prædiker over hjemmets 

velsignelser, og børnene besvimer af kaloriechokket, når desserten bliver 

tvunget ned i halsen på dem. Staud kommer fra den østrigske del af Tyrol, 

han siger, at begrebet ”Heimat” bliver skamredet og misbrugt, i operaen 

bliver det hellige hjem forstørret ud i det absurde. På samme måde kryber 

karperne op på land, når borgerne (medløberne) hen mod slutningen har fået 

karpehoveder på, mens de stirrer dumt ud på os. Det er ikke de finere 

virkemidler, der bliver brugt, nogle har helt sikker følt, at de blev spyttet i 

ansigtet, især af tekstforfatter Grünbein, som er hovedperson i de negative 

anmeldelser (nedsablinger), der har været bragt i mange østrigske aviser. 

Den 57-årige Grünbein er født i Dresden, vokset op bag jerntæppet 

og først sent blevet en del af den vesteuropæiske kunstscene. Han har især 

skrevet essays og digte, så vidt jeg ved, er intet oversat til dansk, men hans 

værker har til gengæld haft stor gennemslagskraft hos de fineste europæiske 

komiteer. Han har fået tildelt en lang række priser opkaldt efter bl.a. Tran-

strömer, Pasolini og Büchner. Grünbein bor på skift i Berlin og Rom, hvis 

man nu synes, det lyder som om han er vældig højpandet og ikke særlig 

tilgængelig, så kan det føjes til, at man i et ugebladsinterview kan se et 

billede af ham og hans smukke, rødhårede kone, hun har en forretning, der 

handler med whisky og cigarer, så udelukkende åndelige er de nok ikke! 

Den noget yngre Johannes Maria Staud (født 1974) er også populær 

blandt fagfæller, han har fået sine orkesterværker opført/dirigeret af Daniel 

Barenboim og Simon Rattle, og sågar det danske Kongelige Kapel har 

bestilt et værk hos ham. Det er især ham, der har præsenteret Die Weiden på 

nettet og via de østrigske medier. Staud har sagt om tiden lige nu, at ”There 

is no time for escapism”, og han understreger, at handlingen er skrevet før 

flygtningekrisen 2015. Virkeligheden overhalede dem, og de oplevede, at 

tidens holdninger gjorde ”the unsayable sayable”, at der blev sagt og skrevet 

ting, man for få år siden ikke havde kunnet forestille sig. Det er tredje gang, 

de to arbejder sammen om en opera, men denne gang, siger Staud, var det 

nødvendigt at skrive et politisk værk. 

Forestillingens historie om en rejse på floden og om modsætningen 

mellem civilisation og vild natur, fortiden der går igen, rædslen lige under 

overfladen opleves en del af tiden som unødigt hård. Forklaringen / und-
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skyldningen er nok delvis den selvtilfredse østrigske kultur. For danskere 

kan den virke overdrevent poleret og pusse-nuttet og præget af mangel på 

modernitet. Måske har der aldrig været et egentligt ungdomsoprør, forestil 

dig et Christiania i Wien! Selv i hovedstadens midte kan man købe tyroler-

dragter til såvel store som små (Staud kommer fra Tyrol). Hjemstedets 

normer kan opleves som en spændetrøje, resultatet er en indestængt vrede, 

som jeg har mødt hos en del østrigere. 

Bliver alle de gode hensigter og litterære henvisninger så udløst i en 

tilfredsstillende forestilling? Både og. To en halv time er lang tid. I en stor 

del af første halvdel fungerer det meget store orkester flot og dramatisk. 

Mange af blæserne – især saxofonerne – spiller næsten udelukkende glis-

sandi, det er en fantastisk effekt, men den kan virke trættende. 

Opera kræver en fin balance mellem billeder, stemmer, replikker og 

orkester, dertil kommer i dette tilfælde elektronik og video-sekvenser. Der 

er indlagte scener med dansemusik, tekstcitater (Anything goes!) og sexsce-

ner. Mere morsom/påfaldende er et par Wagner-citater og især Stauds be-

grundelse. Han vil gerne have Wagner ind i folden, han er en stor komponist 

– helt enig – og han skal rives ud af favnen af det yderste højre, nazisterne 

og ”identitarian thinkers”! En østrigsk anmelder kan ikke nære sig for at 

bemærke, at publikum (nogle af dem) smilede tilfreds, fordi de pludselig 

hørte ”rigtig musik”. 

Stærkest står Staud, når han gør det han er bedst til: skriver effekt-

fulde, flotte og fængende orkesterklange, mere end velegnede til dramatisk 

historiefortælling med en systematisk brug af instrumenternes yderpunkter. 

Når man samtidig bliver bombarderet med fascinerende scenebilleder med 

en meget klar farveholdning, ofte gråt med en rød plet – Leas kjole eller 

båden hun og Peter sejler i – så er det en overvældende oplevelse, som gør 

det mindre vigtigt, at nogle udsagn er irriterende firkantede. Grünbein er en 

polyhistor med enorm belæsthed og et stort vingefang, og rammefortæl-

lingen af flodrejsen er dybt fascinerende. Det er nok ikke et mesterværk, 

men Gud i himlen, hvor er det befriende, at Wiener Staatsoper kaster sig ud 

i et eksperiment af en så omfattende karakter, et værk, som jeg kun antyd-

ningsvis har kunnet beskrive her. Det er opera til tiden i modsætning til La 

Traviata og alle de andre storslåede, men også fortærskede operaklassikere. 
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AD ELSE 
 

Rosetta Santaluce 

 

 

PARTE I 

 

 

Fu Else la nòbile, altera creatùra, 

che a noi da nordiche plaghe venìa, 

come un migràre secòndo natùra 

di chi di genìa l‟èco ancor sentia. 

Il Nord lasciàndo, seguìva la scìa 

Di antica màdre che tènde sue màni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 

 

Una voce suasiva a Lei venìva 

Da elladi siti graditi ed ambìti. 

Della tragodìa quel treno Else udìva, 

e i paradoxa arditi e sì forbìti. 

Sono logieloquenti assài compìti, 

delle Sirene sono incanti vàni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 

 

Con figlio e con sposo bianco-vestìto 

Ad Elea si approdava e dimoràva, 

ov‟ancestrale invito al suo convìto 

quell‟antica filìa volgere osàva. 

E il mar Tirreno col Nordico andava. 

Faggi con querce, ulivi con casàni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 
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L‟eleatico canto or mense ornava, 

ché dai Focesi gli Eleati discèsi. 

Else e lo sposo l‟eloquio studiàva 

Se era da Omero o da tragica rèsi. 

Son lor conviti coi canti comprèsi,  

e la ionia armònia dei Cilentàni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 

 

Leggendo e udendo la lingua italiàna, 

una poesìa sembra a Lei ch‟essa sìa, 

ma itala lingua che parla Lei dàna 

priva le appare di quell‟armonìa, 

che ogni discorso fa che canto sìa, 

qual il parlare dei nati italiàni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                 che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 

 

Molto Else lesse, studiò ed amò 

Le antiche lingue con quella italiàna,  

finchè suo idioma poesìa diventò. 

„Vedersi Cilentana‟ è italiàna, 

ed or leggete la lirica piàna, 

cara alla Musa dei valli lucàni. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 

 

Mai fu per noi straniera Else la dàna, 

per medesmo sentire e comun gioìre, 

nella terra lucana fu italiàna. 

Ma poi vedemmo noi la Moira inveìre, 

già avversa al gioìre, Else colpìre 

con malori letali e disumàni….. 
 

Ritornello: S‟odono ancòra lontàni echi arcàni, 

                  che intreccian suòni, inanèllano màni. 
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PARTE II 

 

…. E poi vedemmo la Moira inveìre 

con malori letali e disumàni, 

chè avversa al gioire, Else colpìre. 

Sdegnati fummo del voler dei Màni, 

ed angosciati per tutti gli umàni. 

Giace Else in terra dei suoi Cilentàni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 
 

Tra miti e Storia son canti sospèsi, 

questa sventura fa ancora paùra, 

Miglior è la taranta e i corpi tesi, 

perché chi danzala Moira trascìna, 

ed è la danza armonìa di creatùra, 

che i moti modula, accorda le màni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 
 

La danza diònisa molce la cùra 

Dei lutti andati per ora fugàti, 

visto che tutto scorre e poco dùra, 

perché al kaos noi siam or destinàti. 

Volge Entropia tutti i biomi ordinàti, 

ogni forma scompone in modi stràni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 

 

E‟ come il giorno l‟eterno ritòrno, 

dal kaos vitale al kosmo sì formàle, 

e indietro torna chi gira qui attorno. 

Tesse Penelope strame ancestrale, 

torna Euridice nell‟Ade feràle, 

eterna Krono le leggi dei Màni. 
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Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 

 

La fiaba bella Else pur narra ancòra 

del cilentano che vien da lontàno, 

su ispan veliero, ch‟è spinto da bòra. 

Nel mar del Nord un naufragio stràno, 

salvano i Dani solo il Cilentàno 

che alla sì bella Dana anella le màni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 

 

Dalla sì bella Dana e il Foceo asiàno 

Nacque genìa di Børsmose natìa, 

Else degli avi conobbe l‟arcàno: 

se iperborea malinconia sentìa, 

dal mar Tirreno l‟armonìa venìa, 

perché i miti neppure son vàni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni. 

 

Di sofìa eraclitèa e parmenidèa, 

ragionamento studiando ed amàndo, 

di Elea la terra abitar sùa l‟idèa. 

Molte genti conobbe ad Elea andàndo, 

quei siti Else stavan‟ora aspettando. 

Così svelati sono gli echi arcàni. 
 

Ritornello: Meste le nenie per i lutti umani, 

            canti luttuosi lucani e grecàni.1 
 

                                                 
1 Genere di componimento: ballata romantica ottocentesca 

Metro:                                endecasillabo piano 

Accenti metrici:                 6° sillaba e 10° sillaba oppure 4° sillaba, 7°, 10° sillaba 

                                            oppure 4° sillaba, 8° sillaba, 10° sillaba 

Schema delle rime (di ogni strofa): ABABBC; Schema del ritornello:        CC 

Eboli, ottobre 2020 
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The Essence of My Art 

 

Marietta Patricia Leis
1
 

 

The studio practice I have embraced for many years comes from a 

ballet training of discipline. It also comes from a passion to communicate, 

and being a bit dyslectic, visual pictures are my preferred way of expressing 

myself. The drive I have is related largely because the natural world and its 

preservation are important to me and my art reflects those issues. However, 

the linchpin of my practice is that it is a way to keep me honest – my work 

always lets me know if I am cheating, lazy, or inauthentic. 

My work begins with the stimulus of something observed, dreamt or 

remembered, a sensation or emotion or a „what if‟. The embryonic idea 

never leaves my consciousness very long as I mentally excavate, unearth, 

examine, incubate and assimilate my impressions. Finally concept and 

materials come together and the visual work evolves. Discoveries are found 

with the making of the art but total resolution is never the objective. 

Although I think myself primarily a painter, my work relating to 

global issues and the earth‟s environments and cultures expands into 

installations that includes other media – drawing, sculpture, photography, 

video, poetry, prints with all kinds of combinations of these mediums. There 

is always an element of the sensory in my art – a texture, a colour or deep 

space – something to engage the senses of the viewer. I want to elicit primal 

responses and then evoke the rational mind to further explore the underlying 

issues of the work. 

Thinking my work reductive rather than minimal, I try to eliminate 

the nonessential. According to Zen teachings, “the ideas of the poet should 

be noble and simple”. My abstract art could run the risk of invisibility to the 

viewer because, like poetry, deep listening is fundamental to its comprehen-

sion and appreciation. There is an ancient Eastern tradition of poetry as an 

idea of a little surface exposure hiding its complexities at the bottom of the 

pool, under the bank, a dark old lurking and no fancy flavour. There are 

intricacies deep within that context for the reader to ferret out. One must 

allow oneself to be absorbed by my art, not straining to fathom it. This is 

best done with silent contemplation. 

                                                 
1
 See also Else Mogensen “The Gift of Cilento”, Essays II, Works X, pp. 247-56. 
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“Silent Road”, acrylic on Tyvek, 5,2 m h, 86 cm w, 91 cm d. 
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Memory / Geography 
 

Visual Research on Feminine Melancholy 
 

Jaana Lönnros 
 

My art practice is dominated strongly by the subjective need to create 

a worldview that expands out of my own reality which is illuminated by 

melancholy and nostalgia. For me, making art is essential to the 

maintenance of the ‟self‟. My work process is based on memory and 

remembering. But for me, remembrance doesn‟t mean sentimental nostalgia 

nor living in the past. Nostalgia is the way in which I “translate” memories, 

explore their meanings, make them visible, and interpret them into art 

works. In this way, also new meanings appear. 

Although nostalgia is primarily a return to an individual‟s own 

history, it is also a key cultural and social phenomenon and therefore so 

interesting. One dimension, mainly in Western cultures, is the desire to 

travel; nostalgia for the tourist experience is aroused by, and stems from, the 

history of the travel destination and the collective experience it represents. 

I have since my early youth spent long periods abroad and travelled a 

lot. For me, at a young age, traveling was a necessary escape from anxiety 

and depression, and gradually it became a way of life, a compulsion dictated 

by an indefinable longing. Today, traveling means to me a return to times 

and places where important personal meanings have been formed. In this 

sense Italy – I spent lot of time in Rome in the 1980s – is one of the most 

significant places for me. I am now returning to Italy to catch the impulses 

that once gave direction to my life. 

In my work, I look specifically at feminine melancholy. There are 

numerous examples in art history of how nostalgia and melancholy 

sublimate into art. Attached to it is a positive value, the idea of creative 

passion (furos poeticus) emanating from Plato, according to which the ill-

ness of the mind sublimates into an intellectual and artistic virtue. Since an-

cient times, however, melancholy has only been perceived as a characteristic 

of intelligent and creative men. A woman‟s melancholic tendency, on the 

other hand, has mainly been seen as a sign of weakness and insanity. 

Psychoanalysts call melancholy sadness without a reason. Karin 

Johannisson, a Swede who studied the cultural history of melancholy, says it 

is a state of mind, emotion and illness. American writer Susan Sontag, for 

her part, has said that depression is melancholy from which all charm has 
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been removed. Bulgarian-French psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva has dealt 

extensively with depression and melancholy in her book The Black Sun 

(1998). In addition to a psychoanalytic-theoretical approach to depression, 

to which the counterforce is in finding a meaning, apurpose, Kristeva 

introduces an aesthetics of melancholy and shows how artists and writers 

demonstrate that through imaginative creation. Among other things, these 

authors have influenced my theoretical thinking and have encouraged me to 

continue on this journey. 

My artistic ambition is to create new imagery in which I view my 

production as a dialogue between different stages or seasons of life. The role 

of remembering is gaining more and more importance in my work. Images 

created in both the past and the present form milestones between which I 

create timelines, the geography of memory. I filter the world and focus on 

details and loose events that touch and evoke my memory. Meanings may 

change, but never disappear. Everything is present; remembering comple-

ments the experience of being. Remembering becomes the most authentic 

form of knowing, and it can restore identity to the self. The past takes on 

meaning through the present, and vice versa. The possibility of memory 

impairment or the loss of it is nightmarish; I work frantically to keep that 

nightmare at bay. 

During my stay at Wassard Elea, my work plan also includes getting 

to know the work of the philosopher Parmenides, and exploring whether it 

can used in pictorial application. I am interested in Parmenides' idea – 

roughly simplified and condensed – that sensory perceptions of diversity 

and movement are deceptive; reality is one, indivisible and immovable. In a 

way, this is exactly what I try to explore and express through visual art. 

Everything is present, all experiences and stages of life layer by layer, 

perhaps even a kind of tacit knowledge of the time before me. Could this 

indefinable longing – coloured by nostalgia and melancholy – arise from 

such consciousness / subconsciousness? And furthermore – can it be defined 

specifically as a feminine trait? 

Through my art work, I aim to broaden my awareness of these con-

cepts, both from my personal point of view as well as from that of art 

history. I am working towards a body of work, from which I will create an 

exhibition in locations to be determined in 2022-23, in Italy and Finland. 

Regarding my methods, one of my intentions is to explore what 

added value Parmenides‟ thoughts could bring to my artistic / pictorial ex-

pression. In the actual execution of my works, my most important tools are 

the camera and drawing and painting tools. 
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My work consists of pigment prints of my photographs. I have 

photographed for a long time a variety of wall surfaces around the world. 

Surfaces reflect my thoughts on time, aging, memory and memories – 

nostalgia and melancholy, to which I refer by the layering of surfaces. I 

continue to work on prints by adding layers to them by painting / drawing / 

sewing etc.The boundary between photography and painting is blurred, and 

subjective experience begins to colour the process that began with objective 

observation. My goal is to create multi-layered works that bring together 

memories, experiences, and associations from different places and different 

times. So I process my photos concretely, paint and draw on them, re-shoot, 

etc. I call this manual image processing instead of digital processing. In a 

way, the works are never finished, as I don‟t try to stop or capture time, with 

which photography is often associated. My works always remain open and 

exposed to new layers as bare skin for scarfs, as life itself. 
 

 
Of the serie Paradise (Lost and Found), pigment print on canvas, 

 acrylic paint, charcoal, 40 x 60 cm, 2020. 
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Petali di Luna 
 

... quando sorella luce 

incontra fratello buio 

ci sei tu 
J 

le mani protese 

si aggrappano al vuoto di una visione 

gli occhi lacrimanti 

implorano la voce amata 

ma ecco ... 

sorella gioia esplode! 

fratello amore si espande 

ognuna malinconia è spazzata via 

una cascata di nuovi colori 

ti culla, ti fa sognare 

ti innalza su nel cielo 

il tuo meglio si svela!.. 

armonia e mistero passeggiano 

lungo il viale in fiore 

cantano l‟inno degli innamorati 

adagiano i cuori nel mare del silenzio 

fermano il tempo 

attendono l‟ospite gradito ... 

è sorella poesia a darti il benvenuto ... 

melodia e danza fanno da cornice 

ad ognuna tua virtù 

ti accolgono nel nido della vita 
J 

... quando fratello sole 

s‟inchina a sorella Luna 

ci sei tu 

 

 
Dedicata a Sara 

“Il fiore che non muore” Salvatore Carbone, 2019 
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Robert Frede Mogensen “Porta Rosa”, 2019, 14,5 x 21 cm 
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Music Improvisation and Creation 

Human and Computational 

 

May 31 – June 3, 2021 

Ascea, Italy 

 

~call for papers~ 

 

These two terms, „improvise‟ and „create‟, are in frequent use, not 

only in several, but in many disparate ways and their nature, analysis and 

description currently come to a head by the efforts to translate them into 

Artificial Intelligence (AI). So first, in order to decide if all – and in par-

ticular these – human capacities are computable, one has to get beyond the 

notoriously vague conceptions and cavalier uses of them. How are they 

distinguished from inventions, inspirations, impulses, experiments, acci-

dents, discoveries, etc.? What are the criteria for their descriptive or their 

occasional uses? Are they co-extensive, inter-dependent, conceptually 

distinguishable? Is creation always or generally the product of improvisa-

tion? Is improvisation dependent on a learning process that may or may not 

lead to a creative product? Is it consistent and/or useful to (attempt to) 

define creativity (e.g. [4])? 

Several projects are underway to install these capacities in (students 

as well as in) machines (e.g. [3]); since the success of some of these (par-

ticularly in music), we need to ask how human and machine improvisations 

relate, and whether they do. Are improvisation and creation teachable? Are 

they temporary or permanent capacities? Can one acquire talent? Can a 

machine be(come) talented? Can machines improvise in the sense that 

humans do, can they co-improvise, and is there a valid general approach to 

under-standing or evaluating machine improvisation (e.g. [1])? 

In what way does it make sense to describe or analyse the activity of 

improvisation? Can improvisation be reduced to parameters? [2] Is improvi-

sation a general or particular category of action or performance? (We could 

here invite critique of Ryle‟s “Improvisation” [5].) Is musical improvisation 

a particular kind? Can a computational improviser system trained in music 

then be applied to improvise in other kinds of activities such as decision-

making in (all?) other AI programs? This call is for fresh and detailed exam-

inations of the logic of the concepts of „improvisation‟ and „creation‟. 
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The XIth International Wassard Elea Symposium, held in Ascea, 

Southern Italy, invites musicologists, computer scientists, philosophers and 

other academics to submit papers on the topics of this year‟s theme. 

Sessions of 90 min. include speaker, commentator and open discussion 

(40/20/30). Participants whose papers are accepted are expected to also 

prepare a commentary on another presentation at the meeting. All suitable 

contributions are published in our journal, Wassard Elea Rivista. 

Inquiries are very welcome. Full papers (attached in Word format) 

should be sent directly to the organizers: 

Dr. René Mogensen, Birmingham City University, England: 

Rene.Mogensen@bcu.ac.uk, or Prof. Lars Aagaard-Mogensen, Italy: 

wassardelea@gmail.com. 

 

Deadline for submissions: February 25, 2021. 

 
There is no registration fee; participants will receive details about 

accommodation rates in due course. 
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ELEA   ARTE   CLUB 

 

Elea Arte Club tollera tutti gli 

artisti, di qualsiasi livello e 

tipo, impegno e età e 

appartenenza. 

 

Elea Arte Club sprona al 

perfezionamento e alla 

divulgazione di iniziative 

artistiche. 

 

Elea Arte Club invita tutti gli 

artisti e coloro che amano l‟arte ad unirsi. 

Contatto: wassardelea@gmail.com          

 

 

 

 

 
 

Every year at Acropolis di Elea in July & August 

 

 

www.veliateatro.it 
 

Compagnia Michele Murino Cilento Arte 
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